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GAME-BLOCKED

The Panthers fell to the Gamecocks,
24-3, Saturday at O’Brien Field.
PAGE 8

PLAYING GAMES

Eastern students made crafts, played
games and bonded with children at
“Kid’s Day Out” Saturday.
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Students, alumni come together for step show
By T’Nerra Butler
Multicultural Editor | @DEN_News
Cloaked in all black and sunglasses resembling characters from “The Matrix,” the men
stepped while sitting on the ground with unwavering frowns and yellow lights flashed behind them.
These were the men of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity who performed two theatric step performances; in the second performance, the
men had on armor and carried swords with the
theme being “300.”
Their frowns and sharp movements won the
men this year’s first place prize at the National
Pan-Hellenic Council Step Show Saturday.
A couple of the men who recently crossed
into the fraternity expressed their thoughts on
what step shows bring to Eastern.
Tylen Elliott, a junior communication studies major, crossed Friday and said the step show
highlights a positive aspect of the AfricanAmerican community.
“It helps especially with all the stuff going on
in the Charleston area,” Elliott said. “It shows
that we’re able to come together and produce
something positive.”
Jace Perkins, a senior English major, also
crossed Friday and said an event like the step
show brings hope to Eastern.
“It shows that we can still come together and
have a good time without having any issues and
in the mist of all that’s going on, I think that’s
important,” Perkins said.
Four Greek organizations stepped this year,
which consisted of two sororities and two fraternities. They competed against the other fraternity or sorority for a trophy and a check
worth $1,000 in the McAfee gym.
The ladies of Delta Sigma Theta sorority won
first place in the sorority section with their theatric step. The Deltas came out in school skirts
and shirts, tights and tap shoes.
One of the ladies dressed as a nun and she
talked in sync with a recording from the movie
“Sister Act,” at one point of their performance
they stayed at a school desk and stepped.
Seemingly done, the ladies laid out on the
floor, but it was not the end of the performance—as if they were woken out of a deep
slumber the women rose again and stepped to
their alumna’s satisfaction, they ended the performance with their signature hand sign as their
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Members of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity perform a step routine at the Annual Step Show on
Saturday in McAfee Gym.

alumni called out their sorority’s chant.
Mark Daniel, a junior sociology major, said
the step show lets people know the AfricanAmerican community can get along.
“It’s a beautiful thing to see everybody come
back and see so much spirit because it’s an uplifting spirit,” Daniel said. “It lets you know
what EIU used to be, what it can be and what
potential it has.”
Dressed in orange jailhouse jumpsuits and
sporting blue bandanas came the ladies of Zeta
Phi Beta sorority. Beyonce’s “Ring the Alarm,”
played with flashing white lights in the back-

ground as they began their step.
In their performance the women linked
their legs together while forming a circle with
their bodies and did a push up. The Zetas then
walked to center stage and blindfolded themselves with their bandanas and from there they
stepped while sitting down.
By the end of the performance two ladies
were standing in their chairs and stepping while
the others were on the ground.
Laia Hill, a senior psychology major and
Zeta member, said the majority of the time
when African-Americans have come together it

is positive, but that has not been represented in
the media lately.
“This shows that we do have events where violence doesn’t occur,” Hill said.
A red mist clouded the stage, as one of the
men from Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity stood tall
in a red toga and gladiator shoes. The rest of the
men from the fraternity came down the middle
aisle shaking their shoulders. The men came out
with armored chests and shields, using their traditional red canes instead of a sword.
Slapping the floor with the canes and stomping around, the men finalized their performance in a five-man pyramid with one of the
men standing on top shimmying.
The emcee for the evening was DJ BandCamp, returning for a third time to Eastern.
He has emceed for artist like Chris Brown and
Omarion.
Bright white lights against a black background were seen through the gym as the
crowd turned on their cell phone flashes during “Black Out,” which was one of BandCamp’s
crowd participation games. Audience members
were told to turn on a flash whenever they recognized a song, which soon turned to students
and alumni dancing together to old and new
songs.
A few special guests were also presented to
the audience and had almost as much time as
the others who were competing.
The men of Iota Phi Theta fraternity hit the
stage from Northern Illinois University. Their
chants and steps were seen through a yellow
and green haze and at the end of the performance they were stepping with one knee on the
ground.
Another guest came from Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, who in her one-woman band,
wore a pink jacket and put her hand in face as
if it were a mirror. By the end of her performance she swung her hair wildly and earned a
call from her fellow sorority sisters.
At the end of the show an alumnus from the
Alphas asked all members of the fraternity to
the stage and by the end of his speech he presented a check for $3,000 to the Black Student
Reunion as well as congratulated his younger
fraternity brothers on their win.
T’Nerra Butler can be
reached at 581-2812
or tabutler@eiu.edu.

Students share different talents, cultures Veteran
By Alex Seidler
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
The “Sounds of the World,” hosted by the Association of International Scholars, provided
dancing as much as music and games throughout
the night on Friday in the University Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Ahmed Salim Nuhu, the secretary of AIS,
said the purpose of an event like “Sounds of the
World” is to bring people together and give them
a taste of a variety of music around the world.
The event consisted of group singing, group
dancing, solo singing, solo dancing and games
with prizes. Students performed music and dances from cultures like Saudi Arabia, India, China
and Pakistan.
All the tables contained three to four different country flags and performers came dressed in
their cultural clothing.
Nuhu hosted games such as Spoon and pingpong, nose diving, burst the bubble and musical
chairs. Spoon and pingpong involves racing from
one side to the other holding a spoon in one’s
mouth while balancing a ping-pong ball on the

"Music is such a miracle that you don’t need to understand it."
-Jamol Abdiev, business administration graduate student
spoon.
Vijay Shekar Reddy Toom, a graduate technology student, won both of the games.
“I’ve never been in any program like EIU’s and
to see many people together like this makes me
happy,” Toom said.
Divya Kumar, a computer technology graduate student, danced solo to “Bharata Natyam,” an
Indian classical, and a group dance performance
with a Bollywood style.
“I did this last year and we got a huge crowd
response, which encouraged us even more to do
it this time,” Kumar said.
Ernest Echefu, a sustainable energy graduate
student, came in second place in musical chairs.
“I think this event was better than last year because it was more lively and more people participated from different countries,” Echefu said. “I
wish we could do it more.”
Throughout the event, drinks and snacks were

provided; the winners received prizes ranging
from bags, caps, writing pads, a candy jar and
other souvenirs.
Rahul Lotla, a sustainable energy graduate student, said the event provided him with different
cultural music and dances.
“All the people from the cultures make it feel
alive,” Lotla said. “My favorite was the Indian
girl’s performances because it gave me pleasure
to listen and watch them dance to their cultural music.”
Ariannah Lambert, a senior biology major,
said the event opened her to different kinds of
music she can listen to.
“I wish more people from my ethnicity would
come,” Lambert said. “It makes me love the music they listen to because it is not something I
have on my playlist so it’s not something I
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reflects on
service, life
at Eastern
By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @cjbuchman
For Jacob Lachapelle, Veterans Day means
something different than it might for other students.
“I know Veterans Day is a day when you’re
supposed to celebrate the veterans,” Lachapelle
said. “To me, it is a reminder of how great it is
to breathe oxygen in and out of my lungs everyday, and it is a reminder of everybody who
didn’t make it back.”

VETERAN, page 5
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CUPB talks grants,
housing, finances
By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @cjbuchman

The Council on University Planning and Budget talked about financial aid and heard a report from
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housing and dining at their meeting
Low: 30°
Low: 39°
Friday.
For more weather visit dailyeasternnews.com
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Program money to students in the
spring.
Kathlene Shank, the department
chair of the special education department, said students had come to her
saying they did not think they would
be getting the MAP money.
“I’ve had at least two in (advising appointments) who have said if
they don’t get the MAP in the spring
they couldn’t come back, and I had
thought we had made it pretty obvious we were going to carry it for the
spring,” Shank said.
Paul McCann, the interim vice
president of business affairs, said
they have not notified students in
the financial aid office that they will
get the MAP grants.
“We put (the grant) on the bill as
aid they received and reduced that
balance by that aid,” McCann said.
“As far as the kid knows, he owes
$2,000 less than what that bill was.”
McCann said one of their concerns was that students have become
more and more reliant on financial
aid and make decisions about coming to school based on the amount of
financial aid that they get.
“The more that we can provide,
the better off those kids are,” McCann said. “Whether that’s scholarships, whether that’s waivers, whether that’s federal aid or MAP money.”
McCann talked about the downgrade Eastern received in its rating
from Moody’s Investors Service.
McCann said it was a significant
issue from the standpoint of public
relations, but has little affect on how
the university runs.
“Typically where it would affect us
if we had variable rate debt and we
have no variable rate debt out there,”
McCann said.
The positive things Moody’s mentioned in their report for Eastern is
cutting expenses and that the debt
level was not excessive for a university of its size.
The negatives were that the state
did not pass a budget and enrollment being down.
McCann said the university would
be able to pay its bills.
“That is not a question from the
standpoint we are at right now,” McCann said.
McCann said some people do not
understand that it is a very political
environment.
“We may say things to get the legislature to move, but it’s not necessarily
to scare everybody, but we’re trying to
get things done here,” McCann said.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at
581-2812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu
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Horsing around
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Heidi Hawkins, assistant budget director, rides around campus on Sunday
with her pony, Giggle Box, dog, Killer, daughter, Ashley Updergraff (near
left) and daughter's friend, Alisha VanTassel (far left).

University Board to
host bake off Monday
By Luis Martinez
Entertainment Editor | @DEN_News
The University Board special
events committee is preparing for a
bake off, which is schedule to take
place at noon Monday in Klehm
Hall near the Café.
Aaliyah Stevenson, the University Board special events coordinator, said she wanted to create an
event to promote more interaction
among the students on campus.
“I decided that I wanted an
event where students could interact
with each other as well as do something they love,” Stevenson said. “I
wanted to do something new and
different.”
Besides the bake off, Stevenson
also helped to create the events for
“Welcome back weekend,” in August.
“My very first event of the semester was Panther Thrills; Panther Thrills is formerly known as
Welcome Back Weekend,” Stevenson said. “For that weekend, I, the
special events coordinator, coordinated the entire welcome with the
help of my advisors. I found the
rides for the carnivals, and I came
up with the carnival idea.”
Stevenson said for the bake off
event itself, there will be two separate divisions students can participate in, one for individuals and
one for Registered Student Organizations.

Louis Marinaro: Recent Sculpture and Drawings | 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Featuring works by the artist. Tarble Arts Center

Employment
If you would like to work for The Daily Eastern News
as a reporter, photographer, columnist, cartoonist, copy editor, designer or videographer, please
visit at the newsroom at 1802 Buzzard Hall.

Pizza Fest | 8:30 PM - 10:30 PM
Come get your pizza! Thomas Hall Dining

Attention postmaster: Send
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The Daily Eastern News
1802 Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Luis Martinez can be
reached at 581-2812
or lpmartinez@eiu.edu

What’s Happening on Campus?

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds,
or is made aware of by its readers, will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error you
find to Editor-in-Chief Stephanie Markham at 581-2812.
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“Each competitor will bring in
their own dessert or pastry they
prepared at home and pre-made,”
Stevenson said. “ They will cut
their pastry and give them to students to taste and the judges will
walk around to taste everyone’s
dish. Once the judges made their
entire go-around, they deliberate
and choose the first place winners
of both divisions.”
There will be three judges for
the event on Monday.
The judges will be Daniel
Nadler, the vice president of student affairs, Nicole Hugo, assistant professor of hospitality management, and Dwayne “Station”
Lovell, the owner and chef of
What’s Cookin’.
“The students will prepare the
desserts before the event,” Stevenson said. “Students can only bring
pastries or desserts, no other foods
are allowed.”
There will also be gift card prizes
awards to the winners in both the
individual category and the registered student organization category as well.
The winners of the individual
category will win a $150 gift card
and the winner of the registered
student organization category will
win a $300 gift card.

School of Technology Guest Speaker: Shaun Hester | 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Buzzard Hall Auditorium Room 1501
Check out more upcoming events at www.eiu.edu/eiu360/
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Children, volunteers play at annual “Kid’s Day Out”
By Cassie Buchman
Administration Editor | @DEN_news
Children roamed around Buzzard Hall playing games, making
crafts and bonding with Eastern
students at “Kid’s Day Out” Saturday morning.
“Kid’s Day Out” happens twice
a year, when parents drop their
children off at Buzzard.
The children were then paired
with a volunteer from the Education Scholars organization and
taken around to do various activities.
This year’s theme was the movie
“Inside Out,” a movie where different emotions, such as anger,
joy, fear and disgust, are turned
into characters.
Rooms in Buzzard also had different themes from various movies, such as “Friendship Island,”
where children were able to color
do crafts and play with beads.
Heather Began, a senior elementary education major, was volunteering in the “Friendship Island” room and has been involved
with “Kid’s Day Out” since last
year.
“I like that it’s a weekend for
the parents to have a break, but it
also gives the kids a chance to go
out and enjoy and have a day for
themselves,” Began said. “They’re
here for fun.”
Began said it was helpful for her
major to be able to interact and
talk with kids.
In another room, children made
a substance called “gack” out of
water, glue, cornstarch, and optional glitter.
Mari Ann Scoggins, a sophomore early education major, made
s o m e w i t h Ma g n u s S c h e u t z , a
4-year-old who said he liked the
glitter.
“This is the coolest stuff ever,”
Scoggins said, encouraging
Scheutz.
Scheutz also became upset because some of the “gack” got on
h i s n a i l s , w h i c h w e re p a i n t e d
black.
Cierra Pickard, a junior elemen-

tary education major, said it was
a lot of fun to play with the kids.
“I think it’s always good to get
experience with children, especially since it’s what I want to do,”
Pickard said. “I love doing things
like this.”
Pickard said she has wanted to
go into education since she was a
little kid.
“It’s always been my ideal career,” Pickard said.
Samantha Reinbold, a junior
early childhood education major,
said the event was the same every
year, just with a different theme.
“There’s always crafts, there’s always snacks, there’s always a game
room,” Reinbold said.
Reinbold said she kept coming back because she is an education major and she loved being a
child’s buddy.
“(I like) being able to be with
them all day and seeing them enjoy all these different things,” Reinbold said.
This year, Reinbold helped create the room she was in and design the games, she said it was fun
to create games they would like.
Reinbold said participating in
Kid’s Day out helped in her major.
“ We learned about planning,
decorations, what the kids enjoy,
how to relate to them better,” Reinbold said.
Two of the children at Saturday’s kid’s day out were children
Reinbold remembered from previous years.
“The one girl, when she first
came, she was only a year old so
she doesn’t remember me,” Reinbold said. “But now she’s 3, so you
can see how well she’s grown. It
makes me definitely want to come
back.”
Tatyana Sheppard, a junior elementary education major, said
seeing all of the kids have fun and
enjoying the different activities
they set up was one of her favorite
aspects of “Kid’s Day Out.”
“We all worked really hard, and
seeing them be happy makes you
happy,” Sheppard said.
Doug Bower, the associate dean
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(Top) Jordan Bess, a freshman elementary education major, and Haydyn Thornton, 7, make characters out of
beads Saturday morning at “Kid’s Day Out” in Buzzard Hall. (Left) Kyujin Parkwharram, 6, draws on a Smart Board
during “Kids Day Out.” (Right) Magnus Scheutz, 4, and his brother look as a volunteer mixes “Gack,” a substance
made with glue, water, food coloring and corn starch.

in the College of Education and
Professional Studies, said they
have 51 kids and 72 Eastern volunteers in the fall, and 70 kids
and 100 volunteers in the spring.
Bower said more people came in
the spring because the weather was
nicer.

An executive board picks the
theme, and “Inside Out” was chosen because it was current.
Bower said he always hears from
parents and their kids about how
much they liked the event.
“Most of the kids come back semester after semester, and we get

emails from parents thanking the
(students) for the time,” Bower
said. “The kids love it, the parents
get a chance to get things done.”
Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu
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Home, Sweet Home

Katelyn Siegert

Expectations
can cause stress
In the grand scheme of things, the time
we spend in college is a short, blissful few
years that fly by too quickly, but are supposed to prepare us for the next 80 years of
our lives.
That is a lot of pressure to put on our
time here.
According to our professors, we need to
spend as much time as possible immersed in
our studies, only coming up for air to eat or
sleep.
If our advisers have anything to say about
it, every waking hour would be scheduled
with RSOs and volunteer work.
Parents, only a phone call away, insist that
our time outside of the classroom would be
best spent at a part-time job. Popular culture
dictates that we party hard, sleep all day and
study very little.
But what happens when juggling everything comes to a head near the end of the
semester and we need to choose between
sleeping, studying or working?
After four years, I can confidently conclude that it is physically impossible to do
all three simultaneously.
If there was ever a time that quitting
sounds like the best option, that time is
now.
Netflix is singing its siren song to lure
innocent, overworked students into total
stagnation.
The too-short twin beds are starting to
feel more luxurious than feather-top queens.
However, these problems are insignificant
compared to the bigger picture. So what, we
have to work like crazy for four years?
There are definitely more serious problems in the world than having a job, classes and a social life that are sometimes difficult to manage.
As The Daily Eastern News celebrates
its 100th anniversary, hundreds of alumni
returned to campus to reconnect and share
their own experiences in the field.
Eastern alumni and college graduates
around the country are proof that it is possible to graduate from a university with sanity intact.
Now is the time to buckle down and push
through the flood of exams, presentations
and group projects that come in November.
The next month will be a test of perseverance and will, but those who conquer the
last stretch of the semester will be one step
closer to reaping the benefits of a college
education.
Katelyn Siegert is a senior journalism major. She can
be reached at 581-2812 or keseigert@eiu.edu.

Letters to the Editor
If anyone is interested in submitting a letters
to editor, they can be submitted to denopinions@gmail.com.
Letters should preferably be 200-250 words
in length.
If a student, please include name, major and
year in school.
If a resident, please include name and city of
residency.
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Staff Editorial

Take opportunity to attend conferences
Many of the academic departments on
campus offer opportunities for students to
travel to other states to attend conferences
related to their discipline.
Students should seek out and take
advantage of these opportunities whenever possible.
For instance, every year students from
the staffs of The Daily Eastern News and the
Warbler yearbook attend the College Media
Association convention.
Past destinations have included cities like New Orleans, Philadelphia or most
recently Austin.
College newspaper and yearbook staffs
from across the country attend the conference to hear sessions on various topics from
professionals in the journalism field.
Only a limited number of students are
typically able to participate; however, they
return with the intention of significantly improving both publications with the
knowledge they gained.
Students attending conferences, whether in journalism, psychology, education, or
any other discipline, are also afforded the
chance to network, which can lead to jobs

and internships in the future.
Students usually have to contribute to
registration and travel costs, but this should
not be a deterrent.
Knowing about a conference in advance
can provide ample time to save money.
Simply being able to leave Charleston
for a few days and experience a new city
can often supply the motivation needed to
make the trip happen.
While studying abroad is the ideal way
to step out of one’s geographical comfort
zone, there are plenty of places in the United States to explore, and going to a conference with a group from Eastern can be an
excuse to get out of town temporarily without making such a huge commitment.
Students whose departments do not typically attend such conferences are not necessarily out of luck.
Some registered student organizations
regularly ask members to go to educational
or leadership conferences.
The Residence Hall Association sends
its members to leadership retreats such as
the Great Lakes Affiliation of Colleges and
Universities Residence Halls where they

learn ways to improve the campus.
Members of EIU Pride participate in the
Midwest Bisexual Lesbian Gay Trans and
Ally College Conference where they learn
about activism and how to deal with LGBT
issues on college campuses.
The Student Senate frequently sends a
group to Springfield to lobby legislators for
appropriated and MAP Grant funding for
the university.
Having students attend conferences with
groups like RHA, Pride or Student Senate
not only directly benefits those who attend,
but it also can also immensely contribute
to the quality of the Eastern environment
for all.
Aside from being a unique learning
experience, attending conferences allows
students to bond with one another as well
as their professors or advisers.
Students should partake in national conferences if they have the chance because of
the invaluable experience and memories
that result from them.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Show support, donate for ‘Movember’ cause
Being that it’s November, a number of
capable men will be sporting thick mustaches and beards in the spirit of “Movember.”
Movember, according to us.movember.
com, is a 30-day stretch of emphasized cancer awareness in which participants allow
their facial hair to grow freely.
The organization also allows for female
participants too.
The Movember movement has raised
upwards of $600 million since 2003, and is
continuing to rise.
Along with this movement, there are
numerous other disease-influenced awareness seasons.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month and its seemingly most vocal supporter is the NFL and their Crucial Catch
campaign.
The league utilizes pink gear during
games that take place during the month of
October.
But, things are not quite as they seem.
As VICE Sports and numerous other sources reported, the NFL doesn’t actually raise any money with the use of its pink
gear.
According to VICE Sports reporter Smriti Sinha, “the NFL donates proceeds from
its awareness campaign, auctions and the

Elias Albert
NFL Shop to the American Cancer Society
(ACS), which in turns uses that money to
increase awareness.”
In addition, some players were fined for
wearing the pink gear during November and
no, the fines weren’t donated either.
The summer of 2014 was filled with videos of people participating in the ALS Ice
Bucket Challenge.
Participants, if they followed suit, were to
either take the challenge and dump a bucket full of ice water onto their heads or pay a
donation to the ALS foundation.
As it turned out, the foundation was
not receiving as much as people were led to
think.
Also, there were some who felt that sim-

ply dumping water over one’s head when
there are a number of examples of water
shortages just in the U.S. alone, was an irresponsible idea.
So what does this all mean?
Should we continue to partake in these
awareness campaigns?
The answer is: absolutely.
Though donations don’t always come in
the way that we’re led to think, they still are
and will continue to do so for many different organizations.
With the holiday season coming up,
though it’s not disease related, the Salvation
Army will is always a huge success and is a
constant reminder that our favorite time of
year is growing closer.
Another key is that awareness is a huge
factor.
If people are made aware of something, the
more likely they are to want to make it a priority, in addition to the potential donations.
So, it’s November and it’s not too late to
begin sporting your hairy side.
Also, with the holiday season approaching,
start gathering lose change for the kettles.
Elias Albert is a junior journalism major. He can be
reached at 581-2812 or ewalbert@eiu.edu.
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He observes Veterans Day as a
day to say a prayer to those who
died in service.
“They paid the ultimate sacrifice, and their families are going to
suffer for the rest of their lives as
well,” Lachapelle said.
Lachapelle, a senior accounting
major, was in the Marine Corps
with the rank of sergeant and
served as infantry assault man in
“Operation Enduring Freedom” in
Helmand Province, Afghanistan.
“I did 320 patrols, then I did 20
to 30 convoys and primarily swept
for improvised explosive devices,”
Lachapelle said.
Lachapelle tried to find the
bombs in the area and worked with
demolitions used to blow up obstacles and rockets to take out enemy
vehicles.
“Primarily what I did in Afghanistan was try to find improvised
explosive devices and try to clear
towns of Taliban,” Lachapelle said.
The improvised explosive devices were powerful enough to blow
someone’s legs off if they stepped
on a board that initiated such a device.
Lachapelle went to over 10 different countries during his service
and has been through jungle warfare training and mountain warfare
training.
One of his most memorable experiences is scuba diving in Thailand after a night of drinking.
“You’re just celebrating, because
you’re working all the time, so you
have that one good night, so everybody’s getting sick, so then you get
your scuba diving gear on, it was
just hilarious,” Lachapelle said.
Joining the military was something Lachapelle always wanted to
do.
Back in 2008, when he lived in
Texas, there was a high demand for
Marines.
“I kind of felt guilty had I not
wanted to serve, being physically fit and willing,” Lachapelle said.
“I didn’t want to take freedom for
granted. I wanted to take part in
defending it.”
He remembers his first days in
boot camp as hell, although now

C ASSIE BUCHMAN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Jake Lachapelle, a senior accounting major who served in the Marine Corps, stands in the University Union Thursday afternoon.

sees it as the easiest part of serving.
“The first few days, you’re sleep
deprived, you’re hungry and you’re
constantly on the move,” Lachapelle
said. “Anybody can do boot camp if
they have the mentality, but to deploy is different.”
He described boot camp from a
college student’s perspective as going to class every day, and deployment to when they find a job.
“School’s the easiest part, then
when you’re in the workplace you
have to assume more responsibility,” Lachapelle said. “Boot camp,
for the military, is ‘hey, can he make
it through? Is he going to be a good
candidate?’ Then once you’ve gone
past that, then you’ve gone through
the challenging part.”
Lachapelle said the most challenging part of his service was coming home without some of the peo-

ple he served with, then having to
face their families.
“You can imagine, you left, you
made essentially a family member and then they don’t come back,
they died or they got blown up, or
they drowned to death, then coming back and seeing their families,”
Lachapelle said. “That’s the hardest
part, accepting they won’t be there
anymore.”
Lachapelle made many close
bonds by serving together with people and being in the same situations.
“Coming back, asking like ‘hey
where’s so-and-so?’ And they’ll be
like, ‘Oh, they got shot, or hey man
he’s not here anymore,’ then seeing
their family just distraught is really
sad too,” Lachapelle said.
Lachapelle has been able to keep
in contact with some of the family

members of people he has known
who have died in the war.
“It’s a little bit difficult, usually I
ask people who are closer to them
(how they are),” Lachapelle said.
“It’s easier to ask how the family’s
doing through a family friend, because I don’t want to remind that
family every day.”
However, Lachapelle was not able
to keep in touch with his own family while in Afghanistan.
Lachapelle said because they were
not able to communicate, his family
did not have to worry about getting
a phone call at 2 a.m or 3 a.m. missing it, then worrying it would be
the last time they heard from him.
Lachapelle sometimes has a hard
time balancing his life as a student
and a veteran.
“It’s hard sometimes to take certain topics in class seriously when

you were in an environment where
your life was continually in danger
and you were responsible for the
lives of people,” Lachapelle said.
Lachapelle said he loves Eastern,
but it could improve with how they
help veterans transition.
“I’m not saying huge accommodations, but no one wants to come
to EIU as a veteran and have to go
through PROWL,” Lachapelle said.
“Just show me where my classes
are. We’re very goal-oriented, we
just want to come to school, get in,
get out.”
The Student Veterans of Eastern, a Registered Student Organization has a network with veterans
all across America, to help students
with this transition.
The biggest thing Lachapelle
said Eastern could use was a specified location on campus just for
veterans.
“It’s called a Vet’s Center. It
needs to be where the certifying official is located, the veteran advocate and if they can have those two
people next to each other it would
make life a lot easier,” Lachapelle
said. “When you’re surrounded by
traditional college students, you
need to have that time and space
away from those college students
to vent and collaborate with those
(veteran) students.”
He said when Veterans come to
Eastern, they can contact Student
Veteran of Eastern and they will
help them.
“We get them taken care of, because we’re veterans, we want to see
them do well,” Lachapelle said.
What Lachapelle wants to do
now is connect with other RSOs
on campus.
“I want to show students and
faculty and staff how involved we
can be, how appreciative we are
of people supporting us,” Lachapelle said. “Hopefully, we will win
the hearts and minds on campus
so when the time comes to ask for
a Vet’s Center we’ll have a unanimous vote across campus.”
Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.
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1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals. com

Rentals for 1 or 2
Rent now or Spring Term
From $290-440
Call for appointment

CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
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Xueting Sun, a graduate business administration major, (right) performed with her Chinese flute called Hulusi alongside graduate business administration major Martina Karmakar on Friday during “Sounds of the World” in the University Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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Each performance during
the night was met with a positive response from the crowd.
Xueting Sun, graduate
business administration student, played her instrument
called Hulusi.
Sun has been playing the
instrument since she was in
middle school.
Sun performed with Marti-

na Karmakar, a graduate busi- would make a difference in
ness administration major, Eastern’s society.
“The music creates love and
alongside her.
“I feel like people can know peace,” Abdiev said. “You feel
my culture and I can know it with your deep soul and it
others through this event,” makes us love each other. MuSun said. “There was more sic is such a miracle that you
The New
Timesthere
Syndication
Sales
Corporation
don’t need
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it.”
dancing
thanYork
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York, N.Y.Shrestha,
10018 the
would 620
be.” Eighth Avenue, NewShraddha
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Top of a wave
6 Heed a red light
10 Tanginess
14 Do-it-yourselfer’s
book genre
15 Norse deity with
a hammer
16 Part of the eye
17 Chris who sang
“Wicked Game,”
1991
18 Guthrie of Rising
Son Records
19 Word repeated
before “pants on
fire!”
20 Showtime series
named after an
old fiction genre
23 Proverbial
madhouse
24 “When all ___
fails, read the
instructions”
25 Young-sounding
wildebeest
28 Spydom’s ___
Hari
31 ___-Cola

33 Cousins of
ostriches
35 Early afternoon
hour
36 Cheese off
37 Supreme
Egyptian god
38 Charging for
every little extra
41 Cry after “Hi,
honey!”
42 Mexican uncles
43 180° turn,
informally
44 “I’ll handle it!”
45 European G.M.
division
46 MADD ads, e.g.
47 Three-time foe
for Frazier
48 Quaker Oats’s
Rice-A-___
50 Trident-shaped
Greek letter
52 Mounts for
cowboys
58 Late afternoon
hour
60 Shoestring
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61 Mario with the
1951 #1 hit “Be
My Love”
62 Yemeni port city
63 Store sign
between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
64 Company that
made Pong
65 Loch ___
monster
66 Where eggs
hatch
67 Befitting a
monarch
DOWN
1 Part of a casino
stack
2 By any other
name it would
smell as sweet,
per Juliet
3 McGregor who
played a young
Obi-Wan
4 Section of a
poem
5 City destroyed by
Godzilla
6 Polaris, for one
7 Lightest coins
ever minted by
the U.S., used
in the late 19th
century
8 “C’est
merveilleux!”
9 Nudges
10 Letter after X-ray
and Yankee in the
NATO alphabet
11 Lex Luthor, for
example
12 Ocean
13 La Brea stuff
21 Tame, as a pet
22 Units named for
physicist Enrico
26 Land chronicled
by C. S. Lewis

“I was a boy in the dance,”
Shrestha said. “It was fun being a boy for seven minutes and I was in our national dress Daura-Suruwal and
Dhaka topi.”
Alex Seidler can be
reached at 581-2812
or ajseidler@eiu.edu.
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PUZZLE BY MIKE BUCKLEY

27 Grammar Nazis’
concerns
28 Santa ___ (city
next to Los
Angeles)
29 Alternative to
vegetable and
mineral
30 Ways to do things
32 Greeting in Rio
34 Skirt’s edge
36 Fish that can
attach itself to a
boat

37 Ochs of New York
Times history
39 Floored, as a
boxer
40 Six-sided roller
45 Prerecorded, in a
way
46 Jack Sparrow or
Captain Hook
49 DuPont acrylic
fiber
51 Kind of energy
with panels
53 Vases

54 $2, for
Mediterranean
Avenue
55 Slight hitch in
one’s plans

Properties Available for Spring semester and Fall 2016 on 7th Street,
2 blocks from campus. 5 and 6 bedroom houses, 4 bedroom and studio apartments - some utilities paid.
Call 217-728-8709.
_______________________ 11/13
Village Rentals 2016-2017 Leasing
Student Housing. Newly remodeled
1 & 2 BR Apts. water and trash included. 217-345-2516
www.charlestonvillagerentals.com
_______________________ 11/13
Houses 2,3,4,5,7 Bedrooms. Washers, Dryers and Dishwashers. Great
locations and prices. Some pet
friendly. (217) 549-6967
_______________________ 11/16
DOUDNA IS JUST A STEP AWAY!
DON’T MISS OUT 2BR AVAILABLE
1/1/16. OPENING FOR FALL 2016. 2,
3, 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
sammyrentals.com. CALL OR TEXT
(217) 549-4011 OR (217) 348-0673.
_______________________ 11/17
BOWERS RENTALS-FALL 2016 1,
2, 3 BR leases available. Newly remodeled! Spacious living close to
campus! Affordable rates starting
at $300/mo. Call or text
217-345-4001. Visit us at eiuliving.
com
_______________________ 11/20
BOWERS RENTALS-SPRING SEMESTER 6 month leases available.
Only a few left! Call or text
217-345-4001. See all our homes at
eiuliving.com
_______________________ 11/20
You deserve to live in a nice
home with nice landlords. Leasing for Fall, 2016. 2-5 bedroom
homes, includes all appliances
and garbage. Walk to campus.
Pet friendly. Call or text 2
17-649-6508. Email
mkesler@parkland.edu. Website
keslerodle.com.
_______________________ 11/20
Fall 2016 Group of 4 or 5 persons
needed for 1837 11th St. close to
campus $325 for 5 or $400 for 4. No
money down at signing, very nice 5
bedroom, 3 bath, 2 laundry areas,
detached garage for smokers, pet
deposit call or text (217) 728-746
_______________________ 11/20

For rent
Youngstown Apts. 2br/1bath apt
w/W&D available Spring Semester
Jan 2016. 217-345-2363.
_______________________ 11/30
Fall 2016: Very Nice 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 BR
Houses, Townhouses & Apartments. Excellent locations! 1 - 3
Blocks from Campus.
217-493-7559. myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 11/30
Very nice 6 BR, 3 bath house behind
Family Video. Very nice unit with
excellent parking. $275/person for
6 people or $350/person for 5.
217-493-7559 myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 11/30
For Spring & Fall 2016, 1, 2, 3 and
4 BR Apts. 348-7746
www.CharlestonlLApts.com
_______________________ 12/11
See our properties at
ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
GREAT LOCATIONS 1, 2, and 3
bedroom apts available August
2016 ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
Available NOW - 1, 2, & 3 BR Apts.
217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 12/11
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2016 one
bedroom apt ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
_______________________ 12/11
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 12/11
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR FALL 2016. A 10
MONTH LEASE AND ALL FOR ONLY
$185 PER STUDENT. CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT. 345-3664.
_______________________ 12/14
Available Now! 1 & 2 Bedrooms.
Close to Campus. Call or text
217-273-6820
_______________________ 12/18
Spring 2016 and Fall 2016 - 1 & 2
Bedrooms. Renting now! Call or text
217-273-6820
_______________________ 12/18
Attention Sororities and Fraternities! 3-7 Bedrooms, some houses on
parade route. All appliances included, including washer and dryer.
Several pricing options. 962-0790.
Panther Properties.
_______________________ 12/18

56 Poet Pound
57 Mast’s
attachment
58 Pre-airconditioning
cooler
59 Poem of praise

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

Space for sale.
217-581-2816
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By Maher Kawash
Staff Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s soccer team ended its season at home on Saturday
with a 4-2 loss to Omaha, closing the
year with a four game losing streak.
With the loss, the Panthers finish
the season with an overall record of
3-14 and a conference record of 1-5.
It was a back and forth affair as
both sides scored in the first half, but
a turning point in the game came
with 30 seconds remaining in the first
half when Eastern allowed a penalty
kick goal.
Allowing a goal just before the half
did not put the Panthers away as they
came out of the half and scored the
tying goal in the 61st minute.
The game was not tied for long
though, as Omaha answered with a
goal in the 72nd minute and would
never look back after that by scoring
another goal in the 87th minute to
seal the win.
This was a similar outcome for
Eastern as they competed in close
games all season long but never found

SEAN HASTINGS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Freshman Trevor Kerns takes a shot that went in for his third goal of the season. Kerns had one of the team’s three
shots that went on goal.

the ability to finish games.
The loss resulted in back-to-back
seasons of just three total wins for the
program, as well as another last place

finish in the Summit League.
This was not the way the team
wanted to send off their seniors, but
many players are still thankful for

their time with the program.
“I’ve worked towards achieving
success each and every day with my
team throughout the years,” senior

After splitting its matches last
weekend, the Eastern volleyball team did the same this weekend against Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State putting their record at 10-4.
The Panthers got off to a winning start by defeating Eastern
Kentucky 3-1 on Friday putting
their win streak at two, but that
came to a quick end after a loss to
Morehead State 3-2 on Saturday.
Senior Chelsea Lee’s 15 plus kill
streak continued as she earned 15
kills against Eastern Kentucky and
19 against Morehead State tying
her season high. She has had four
straight matches with 15 or more
kills.
Coach Sam Wolinski said it was a
solid win for the team on the road.
The Panthers were also able to get

“It will be nice to be back at home this
week before the OVC tournament,”
-Sam Wolinski, Eastern volleyball coach
some points off the block at some
big moments according to Wolinski.
Eastern had four assisted blocks to
go along with five solo blocks.
Each set that the Panthers played
was close as the biggest win margin
was four. Eastern and EKU went
back and forth with the first three
sets but Eastern finished it off in
the fourth set 25-23.
Freshman Taylor Smith led the
way in assists getting 31 out of 40
total assists for the Panthers. Senior
Stephanie Wallace led with 11 digs.
Wolinski was also happy with
how their serving game was able to
help the Panthers throughout the
match.

“Great to pick up our 10th OVC
match (win) especially in these last
two weeks of conference play,” Wolinski said.
Morehead State was able to get
the fifth set win against Eastern 1512 in another very close battle.
It was all tied up at 11 in the fifth
set but Morehead State got three
straight points to give them a 1411 lead. Eastern would make it 1412 but it was not enough as Morehead got the final point to win the
match.
Wolinski said that it was unfortunate that the Panthers had to find
themselves on the losing side of a
tough battle.

FALL 2015 FALL ISSUE

Submit your fiction, nonfiction, poetry,
drama, and artwork for free online by
Friday, November 6th.
THEVEHICLEMAGAZINE.COM/SUBMIT
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But once again the Panthers’
block game was able to get them
some points led by red-shirt sophomore Josie Winner. Winner had 11
assisted blocks.
Lee also led the way getting her
19 kills; Smith led the way earning
50 out of 55 total kills. Wallace led
the way with 18 digs.
Although the Panthers had some
high points in the match, Wolinski
said the team will need to improve
on their serve-receive game in this
week’s practice.
The Panthers will return home
on Wednesday to take on Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville in Lantz Arena and Tennessee State to finish off
the regular season.
“It will be nice to be back at
home this week before the OVC tournament,” Wolinski said.

Senior Beth Houghton contributed
to the 15 first place finishes by winning the women’s 200-yard butterfly
with a time of 2:21.71.
Freshman Alex Laleian won the
same event for the men with a time
of 2:01.39.
The night started just like it ended,
the men and women both finished the
night with a pair of wins in a relay.
The team of Grainger, freshman
Lauren Oostman, DiMatteo and
Morris got the first place finish with a
time of 3:43.39.
Sophomore Bryan McPherson,
Truchon, Soccorso-McCoy and Fishman won the event for the men with
a time of 3:13.26.
The Panthers will now gear up for
the House of Champions meet in two
weeks at IUPUI.
Sean Hastings can be
reached at 581-2812
or smhastings@eiu.edu.

Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.
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Maher Kawash can be
reached at 581-2812
or mwkawash@eiu.edu.
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Eastern volleyball team splits matches
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports

Nick Smith said. “My time here as a
student-athlete has been great.”
It was a year of rebuilding for
Eastern as they brought on Kiki Lara
to be the new head coach of a team
that has 23 underclassmen.
“Things haven’t gone really gone
that way we wanted to result wise,
but I’ve been able to play with a
great group of guys that are family
to me,” senior captain Kyle Callender said.
Although there was not much
change in the win column for the
Panthers, there was a change of culture around the program with Lara
being brought in.
Many players bought into the new
system, and daily growth was the
message sent from Lara to his team.
The Panthers will now turn their
focus to next season as they will not
qualify to contend in the Summit
League Tournament in Denver, Colorado.

A u t o

B o d y

Setting the New
Standard of Excellence

1000 North Loxa Road
Mattoon, IL 61920
h t t p : / / p a a p a u t o b o d y. c o m

217.345.5301

FILI’S STATION
Sports Bar and Grill

See our daily specials and
like us on Facebook
$.50 wings
EVERYDAY

611 Monroe Ave. Charleston, IL 61920
(217)512-2041

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU swim teams both get wins at home against Valparaiso on Saturday.
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Panthers fail to secure lead, lose to Gamecocks
By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter|@Banash5
For three quarters on Saturday, the
Eastern football team was deadlocked
at three with the No. 1 ranked team in
the country Jacksonville State.
But in a span of four minutes and
12 seconds, the Gamecocks secured a
24-3 lead, and won by that margin.
The Gamecocks remain unbeaten in
Ohio Valley Conference games, while
the Panthers suffered their first OVC
loss to move to 5-4 on the season.
All five wins have come in OVC
matchups.
Eastern coach Kim Dameron said
that he thought that the Eastern defense played inspired, but that the offense’s inability to stay on the field longer; resulted in the outcome.
Dameron also said that he was disappointed in the special teams unit.
Both of those units did not perform as
well as they were in the last month.
“It’s just hard to sustain that when
you’re not holding the ball offensively,”
Dameron said. “I was probably as upset as upset as anything about our punt
team and kickoff return, and stuff like
that. We’ve got some work to do in
those two areas for sure.”
Red-shirt freshman wide receiver
Tray Mitchell served as the Panthers
kick returner, and returned four kickoffs for a total of 47 yards.
Red-shirt senior running back
Shepard Little only got the chance to
return one punt, but it was for a loss
of three yards.
Punter Mike Bernier punted six
times, and booted a 50 yarder during
the game.
He averaged 42.3 yards per punt.
Sophomore kicker Nick Bruno converted on the Panthers’ only red zone
chance with a 23-yard field goal early
in the second quarter.
That 3-0 lead would be the only
time the Panthers led the Gamecocks.
The Panthers’ defense held the
Gamecocks to 225 yards of total offense. Linebackers Kamu Grugier-Hill
and Seth McDonald constantly blitzed
Jacksonville State Quarterback Eli Jenkins throughout the game.
Both players combined for a total
of 28 tackles, with McDonald leading
with 17.
Eastern kept the Gamecocks out of

JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Red-shirt junior Devin Church ran for 84 yards and was on the receiving end of a single six-yard pass during the Panthers’ 24-3 loss to Jacksonville State
on Saturday at O’Brien Field. This was the football team’s first conference loss and are now 5-1 in the OVC and 5-4 overall.

the end zone until the third quarter
when Jenkins hit wide receiver Justin
Screws in the back of the end zone, for
a 43-yard touchdown.
Three minutes in to the fourth
quarter, running back Troymaine Pope
extended the lead to 17-3, on a 10yard touchdown run.
Senior quarterback Jalen Whitlow
threw a pick six on the first play of the
next series to Jacksonville State linebacker Dawson Wells.
As frustrating as it was for the Eastern defense late, Grugier-Hill said that
the Panthers defense can only control
the way they play.
“There’s nothing you can do about

it because we can only control what we
can,” Grugier-Hill said. “We’ve just got
to get better, and there’s nothing else
to it.”
Dameron gave credit to the Gamecocks defense, which is the best in the
OVC, for playing a great game.
He said that he thought the running game, which was led by red-shirt
junior Devin Church’s 84 yards, was
effective early.
However the Panthers did not fare
well on third downs, which eventually took its toll.
“We’ve got to do better than 3-of14 on third down and 0-for-3 on
fourth,” Dameron said. “That’s one of

the six areas that we always talk about
that we need to do to win.”
Red-shirt senior running back
Shepard Little rushed for 81 yards on
three carries. Eastern totaled 175 yards
of rushing offense, but only 64 passing.
McDonald admitted that he believed that he left a few mistakes on
the field, especially late in the game.
“There were a couple of drives in
the third quarter where I got a little
tired,” McDonald said. “You just got
to keep pushing, and keep fighting for
each other.”
McDonald said that he plans on
fighting for Grugier-Hill and the oth-

er seniors in the final two games of
the season, the first of which will be at
Tennessee-Martin next Saturday.
Dameron said that the Panthers
need to continue playing for a postseason berth, but it will be challenging against a powerful offense that the
Skyhawks have.
“They’ve scored points on everybody this year, so we’ve got to do a
great job for us to have any chance
to continue later on in postseason,”
Dameron said.
Blake Nash can be
reached at 581-2812
or banash@eiu.edu.

Men’s, women’s swim teams collect wins at home
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s and women’s
swim teams defeated Valparaiso by
placing in first in 15 out of a combined 22 events.
The men won by a score of 12085 and the women won 125-69.
Coach Jacqueline Michalski said
coming in the Panthers knew that
they would have the advantage in
the endurance-based races.
Both the men and women started
the night by winning the 400-yard
medley relay. The relay team of Senior Kelsey Ferguson, senior Joann
Wakefield, sophomore Dani DiMatteo and senior Kaylee Morris finished with a time of 4:07.21, eight
seconds in front of the Valpo team.
The relay team of sophomore
Steve Fishman, sophomore Brandon Robbins, sophomore Stephen
Truchon and freshman Jennings
Soccorso-McCoy finished with a
time of 3:34.68, four seconds in
front of the Valparaiso.
While the first place finishes
helped the Panthers get their wins,
it also helps them prepare for the
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Brandon Robbins swims the breatstroke during the 400-yard medley relay on Saturday against Valparaiso at Padovan Pool. The relay took first, finishing with the time 3:34.68.

House of Champions meet in two
weeks.
“I was really excited and we had
a lot of energy on deck,” Michalski said. “A lot of our times that we
posted really set us up for great positions for House of Champs which
is our big mid-season invite.”
Michalski said that everything
fell into place on Saturday.
The men and women each had

a 1-2-3 finish in one event. The
men had Robbins win the men’s
200-yard breaststroke with a time
of 2:14.60 with sophomore Matt
Jacobs and junior Austin Parrish
right behind him in second and
third.
The women also had a 1-2-3
finish in the 200-yard backstroke.
Freshman Emily Stroud won with
a time of 2:16.39 with sophomore

Niki Beringer and sophomore Renae Johnson right behind her in
second and third.
Michalski said that these two
events were a couple of the strongest in the meet because they had
the top three finishers.
“Our mentality was to just
swim,” Michalski said. “We always swim a lot better when we’re
at home, we’re always a little more

focused when we’re here. It’s our
home pool, we had a lot of energy from the home crowd. Our approach was just put our hand on the
wall first and swim smart.”
Fishman won the 200-yard backstroke for the men with a time of
1:55.41, nine seconds faster than
the second place Valpo finisher.
Morris continued her streak of
wins in the women’s 100-yard backstroke with a time of 53.44 seconds.
Freshman Martee Grainger was
right behind her in second.
Seniors Jake Roberts and Kyle
Ruckert went 1-2 in the men’s
1000-yard freestyle. Roberts posted
a time of 10:15.90.
Wakefield also had a first place
finish in the women’s 50-yard freestyle with a time of 25.24 seconds.
Truchon won the same event for
the men with a time of 22.01 seconds.
Ferguson got a first place finish
in the women’s 400-yard individual medley with a time of 4:48.19.
She also won the women’s 200-yard
breaststroke.
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